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JSP developers encounter unique problems when building web applications that require intense database connectivity. MySQL and JSP Web Applications addresses the challenges of building data-driven applications based on the JavaServer Pages development model. MySQL and JSP Web Applications begins with an overview of the core technologies required for JSP database development--JavaServer Pages, JDBC, and the database schema. The book then outlines and presents an Internet commerce application that demonstrates concepts such as receiving and processing user input, designing and implementing business rules, and balancing the user load on the server. Through the JDBC (Java DataBase Connector), the developer can communicate with most commercial databases, such as Oracle. The solutions presented in MySQL and JSP Web Applications center on the open source tools MySQL and Tomcat, allowing the reader an affordable way to test applications and experiment with the book's examples.
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Microsoft Windows Nt Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies Training Kit (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies  Training Kit is a combination text and software package that  provides a self-paced training course based on the preparatory  curriculum for the 70-068 Microsoft Certified Professional  examination. Each chapter covers a major topic and contains a series  of separate lessons.
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The Ultimate IQ Test Book: 1,000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your Brain PowerKogan Page, 2007
"Just working through some of the 25 tests included here will improve your vocabulary, develop your powers of calculations and help logical reasoning... highly addictive."     

       The Ultimate IQ Test Book is the biggest book of IQ practice tests available. Written and compiled by IQ-test experts, it contains 1000 practice...
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Linux Utilities CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Linux is a stable, reliable and extremely powerful operating system. It has been around for many years, however, most people still don't know what it can do and the ways it is superior to other operating systems. Many people want to get started with Linux for greater control and security, but getting started can be time consuming and...
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Power Reading : The Best, Fastest, Easiest, Most Effective Course on Speedreading and Comprehension Ever Developed!The Education Press, 2001

	Power Reading is the best, fastest, easiest, most effective speedreading and comprehension course ever developed! Most people see amazing results in the first few days of the 30-day Power Reading course. Included in this unique speedreading course are the most effective techniques for comprehension improvement, study, note taking, test taking...
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The Handbook of Professionally Managed Assets: A Definitive Guide to Profiting from Alternative InvestmentsApress, 2013

	This practical guide provides a comprehensive overview of professionally managed assets, or investments in which all portfolio decisions and rebalancing are delegated to a fund manager or third-party advice service. Savvy investors looking to achieve a better understanding of the nuances, benefits, and drawbacks of using these...
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Data Model Patterns: Conventions of ThoughtDorset House, 1995
Learning the basics of a modeling technique is not the same as learning how  to use and apply it. To develop a data model of an organization is to gain insights  into its nature that do not come easily. Indeed, analysts are often expected to  understand subtleties of an organization's structure that may have evaded people  who have worked there...
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